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Boris Johnson is to announce the return of imperial 
weights and measures, making it legal for market stalls, 
shops and supermarkets to sell their goods using only 
Britain’s traditional weighing system post-Brexit

Scales of justice tilt towards the ‘metric martyr’
In 2001 a greengrocer from Sunderland arguably did more than any politician to 
set Britain on the path towards Brexit when he was convicted for breaching EU …
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· 2hDrDublin �DrDublin1
Replying to @thetimes
That'll solve poverty.
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Replying to @thetimes
He'll try pre-decimal currency next.

Utterly pointless gimmickery to disguise a total lack of actual policies
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· 1hJem @jemgillam
Ha it would be a useful thing to introduce as our currency continues to tank. 
I wouldn’t put it past them now!
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· 2hWesley G. Hughes �WesleyGHughes
Replying to @thetimes
Will they return to pound, shilling and pence? Long to use a halfpenny.
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· 1hThe_Content_Apologist @andreww1967
�BringBackTheGroat
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· 2hRyan 3.5% �Ryanjt4000
Replying to @thetimes
Pointless story, pointless policy
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· 2hSrinivas @skandala65
Replying to @thetimes
But those were Italian measures and not invented in Britain!
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· 2hMs Yvonne #5million   @flavgough
Replying to @thetimes
Ye gods. Is there anyone still alive who actually understands them? I learnt 
metric at school. In the 70s. My mum learnt metric at school. In the 40s.
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